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THINKING

a b o u t t h e  fu tu re  ?

Stake your claim in it with Boots.
A great company with a great 

reputation. Forging steadily ahead. 
Boots reward ability with good pay 
and profit sharing. Boots bc-Iieve in 
young management. Opportunities for 
fast promotion.

A big choice of challenging careers. 
Everywhere big jobs to set your sights 
on. In production. In our laboratories.

In  o ff ic e  m an ag e m en t. B ranch  
management.

Special training. Or an apprentice
ship to take you quickly up the ladder 
you choose.

Which ladder for you ? Have a 
word with your careers adviser. Then 
come to see for yourself. Together 
we can plan your future into ours.
If  you’ve got what it takes.

Personnel Dept • Station Street • Nottingham
fc—good people to work with



EDITORIAL

Apathy has always been a very infectious kind of disease, and most 
forms of society, past and present, have suffered from it in some 
degree. What makes it all the more deadly is that it seeps into 
all parts of life and injects its venom into a whole multitude of 
disciplines, particularly politics and religion. Both these aspects 
of a man’s existence can be thrown completely into the background 
because of an attitude of unblushing indifference. Today, safe 
and secure in his own comfortable rut, protected by rules and 
regulations, societies and trade unions, it is easier than ever for the 
ordinary human being to remain unruffled by the faint stirrings 
which he dimly perceives going on around him.

Perhaps this, in itself, would not matter so much, but we must 
remember that the idea that society is made up of individuals and 
that without individuals there could be no society, however trite, is 
nonetheless valid. It is essential then, if the society in question is to 
be healthy and active (to use the two adjectives that are most 
commonly used in this connexion), that it must contain, for the 
most part, healthy, active people, people who can contribute 
something of value to their own peculiar milieu and who have a 
disinterested concern for its welfare. And if this argument is 
followed to its logical conclusion, we now arrive at the axiom that 
apathy, since it is unhealthy, and conducive to idleness and 
ignorance, is a danger to the society in which it appears. It must 
be located and cut off at its root.

Now that this fundamental fact has been stated, we may go on to 
consider the situation at school, to discover how far the pupils of the 
Henry Mellish have been overcome by the disease.

In recent years—it cannot be denied—apathy has been endemic in 
school life. Boys have been at school by 9 o’clock, have sat at their 
desks all day, and have left again at 3.45 p.m., and, apart from the 
existence of a small number of after-school and lunchtime activities, 
there has been little incentive for a broadening of interests. The 
great, flourishing societies of about five years ago—the Debating 
Society, the Literary Society and so on—societies which did a great 
deal to stimulate an interest in one’s environment, to open up new 
horizons of thought, to produce that all too rare phenomenon, the 
complete personality, have sunk into the mud of oblivion, replaced 
by such recent half-hearted attempts as the Folk Club and the Gym 
Club, which have now either faded out after a few terms of short
lived glory, or have continued to exist under a perpetual threat of 
extinction, supported by a mere handful of dedicated individuals.
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EDITORIAL

This was the situation until a few months ago. Now, it appears, 
things have taken a turn for the better; a new wave of enthusiasm 
has been created, and, although it is not quite true that every 
member of the school has been strongly affected, at least we may 
honestly say that even the most inanimate among us have felt its 
furthermost ripples.

The most remarkable step forward has been achieved among the 
6th formers. Shortly before Christmas, people came to their senses 
and realised that the 6th form was in need of reform. What was 
there, it was asked, to distinguish 6th formers from the main 
body of the school, apart from a green and yellow striped tie? 
And why should we not be allowed out of bounds at lunchtimes? 
Surely, after 5 years of life in a grammar school, we were now 
mature and responsible enough to be allowed certain privileges 
without there being the fear of our abusing them. There followed 
a period of intense discussion between the upper school and the 
Headmaster and the floor was open to all-comers. This new-found 
enthusiasm soon paid off. By January, a new set of privileges was 
in force, and 6th formers were given a number of major concessions. 
An optional 6th form uniform appeared, consisting of a grey suit of 
conservative design, and shortly afterwards we were given per
mission to leave the school grounds at lunch and break. But the 
most important innovation, perhaps, was the setting up of a 
permanent committee with its own constitution, attended by 
representatives from each of the upper forms, to decide on any 
similar issues which might arise in future.

Enthusiasm for a cause, then, and constant discussion of serious 
questions have their just rewards, and we can only hope that the 
events of the past three or four months are a signal of hope in the 
ever-present battle against apathy. The symptoms are beginning 
to die out, it seems (in the 6th form at least—and what better place 
to begin than at the top?) and a new rosy-faced healthiness is taking 
shape. But only by maintaining a keen interest in a variety of fields, 
inside the school and out, can this healthiness persist. In the words 
of Mao Tse Tung,|therefore,
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“Let a thousand schools of thought contend”.
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SCHOOL NOTES

Last year we said goodbye to:—Mr. A. J. Hindle, who is now 
teaching at Garlton-le-Willows G.S.; Mr. D. Evans, who is now 
continuing his studies at Nottingham University; and Mr. D. 
Brazendale. We wish them every happiness in their new 
occupations.

We welcome Mr. P. Stafford, who has joined us to teach History; 
and Mr. F. D. Wilson, who has returned to the fold, as it were, and 
whose performances on both piano and organ we have relished in 
the past. We extend to both our good wishes and hope that they 
will enjoy their time with us.

The Commemoration Service was held in Bulwell Parish Church 
on Friday, 1st November, 1968. We were very pleased indeed to 
welcome the Lord Mayor of Nottingham, Alderman Mrs. Joan Case. 
The sermon was preached by the Rev. J . Jackson, the Lord Mayor’s 
Chaplain and Superintendent Minister of the Albert Hall Methodist 
Church. The service was conducted by the Rev. B. Hill, Rector of 
Bulwell, assisted by the Rev. E. W. Sheeran (1929-1933), Vicar of 
Edwalton. The lessons were read by the Chairman of the 
Governors, Councillor P. F. Wright, and the Headmaster.

A large number of parents and friends enjoyed a service of carols 
and lessons given in the Parish Church on Tuesday, December 17th.

Many parents were kind enough to send gifts of food to School which 
were parcelled and distributed to Old Age Pensioners in time for 
Christmas. Some fifty-four parcels were sent out and they were 
much appreciated by those who received them.

Parties of boys have enjoyed performances at the Nottingham 
Playhouse of “The Seagull” , “Playboy of the Western World”, “The 
School for Scandal”, and “Macbeth” .

The Playhouse Touring Company came to the School during the 
Spring Term and, with the help of the Third Forms, devised a 
pageant on “The History of Nottingham Lace”. This proved highly 
successful—particularly well received was the episode dealing with 
the destruction of the machinery.

During the Spring Term we had with us Mr. G. A. Bird, Mr. M. T. 
Knott, Mr. D. J . Phipps and Mr. W. Simmons—all from 
Nottingham University Department of Education. We hope that 
they enjoyed their time with us and we wish them success in their 
future careers.

We offer a sincere welcome to Miss C. A. Hodges who has come to 
take the place of Miss Underwood who left last summer. Already 
she has established herself among us by her quiet efficiency and we 
hope that her stay with us will be both long and happy.
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SCHOOL NOTES

r~
The Junior School held an Open Day on March 26th. This was 
something of an innovation and the many parents who attended 
enjoyed the occasion and the concert provided by choir and 
orchestra.
The choir, orchestra and C.G.F. band have been remarkably busy 
during the year. Apart from occasional lunch-time music, the 
choir and band entertained the patients at the Highbury Hospital 
at Christmas.
We are waiting for news that some enterprising sixth-former has 
opted for “A” level cookery and taken premises in Piccadilly so that 
he can “cash in” on the present boom in the fish-and-chip business. 
Meanwhile we can but marvel at the resilience of digestions which 
can contemplate, let alone sustain, such a diet.
We can reveal that the launching of the School Boat—made in the 
Handicraft Department—passed without incident. We mention 
this as the occasion was masked in some secrecy. This was in no 
way due to a certain lack of faith in design. Undue publicity can 
be detrimental until trials are complete.
We have received a letter from Mr. T. O. Balk who sends his good 
wishes to the School. Mr. Balk now lives in Ruislip and is enjoying 
his retirement. We send him our felicitations.
We were pleased to have visits from Mr. and Mrs. Newsom. They 
now have a daughter—Gillian Margaret.
We congratulate D. Bridgeman who represented Nottinghamshire 
in the English Schools’ Cross-Country Championships held at 
Leicester.
At Easter we said goodbye to our School Captain, R. A. Moore. 
He has been accepted at Sussex University. During his time with 
us he contributed a great deal to the life of the School; one recalls 
with pleasure his wrestling performance in the last school play. 
His parting gift—a bible for School assembly-will be much valued.
We would like to wish both Mr. Key and Mr. Hutchinson a full and 
speedy recovery. We hope that by the time this appears in print 
that they will be back with us and in complete health and vigour.
The Public Speaking Competition was held before an audience of 
Parents in March. “The Rose Cup” was awarded to R. A. Moore. 
The standard of all competitors was high and the P.T.A. generously 
awarded prizes to those who took part.
It is with regret that we record the death on October 13th, 1968, of 
Mr. J. Evans. Mr. Evans was a great friend of the School during 
his time as District Education Officer at Eastwood and Clerk to the 
Governors. After his retirement in 1955 he maintained his close 
interest in our welfare. We extend our sympathy to his daughter.
The Editors for this magazine are R. A. Payers and R. M. Saxton.
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POLITICAL SOCIETY

After a lot of discussion, it was decided to hold a meeting every 
Monday evening and, during the autumn term at least, everything 
went according to plan. After Christmas however, meetings 
became more and more infrequent, and now they have almost 
ceased altogether.

In the main, the floor was occupied by the more forthright members 
such as S. Parry and R. Moore, both of whom showed a lot of 
common sense and a sound understanding of the machinery of 
politics. Another active member was R. Burman, the well-known 
right-wing extremist (who, it is said, has only just emerged from 
imprisonment after a clash with the Race Relations Board), and his 
behaviour at the Society has been a source of amusement if nothing 
else—on the whole, though, mud-stirring was happily not a common 
occurrence, and I must congratulate the members on their mature 
and sensible attitude to political discussions.

Most subjects were given a hearing—Vietnam, Rhodesia, the 
Common Market, Syndicalism—but the most favoured subject, and 
the one which produced the most divergent opinions, was the 
Welfare State. Moore was its ablest defender, and, cleverly 
parrying R. B.’s accusation that it keeps “ the idle in idleness and the 
spongers in sponginess” he proved to everyone that he would make 
an excellent Prime Minister (or at least an Ombudsman). We all 
agreed, I am glad to say, that the present government is a failure (in 
fact one rather outspoken Tory said it was the most disastrous 
failure in English history since the Charge of the Light Brigade), 
but Mr. Stafford had serious misgivings.

It was hoped we might be able to get hold of a qualified guest 
speaker, such as the local MP, but, predictably, no-one came 
forward. We compensated for this failing, however, by a trip to 
London, where a few of us had the pleasure of seeing Mr. H. Wilson 
in the flesh at the afternoon debate. Those who were less fortunate 
went to Madame Tussaud’s and saw him in the wax; the general 
i mpression was that, on balance, the replica was the preferable form.

Finally, I must thank Mr. P. Stafford for giving such valuable time 
and energy for the betterment of the State. He has been a worthy 
figure-head, looked up to by all the members, and has given an 
aura of respectability to a society that was otherwise somewhat 
barbarous.

R. Burman
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THERE’S A PLACE IN 
THE NEW NAVY FOR YOU

early as 14) and help you towards 
getting your degree.
Girls in the W.R.N.S. and 
Q.A.R.N.N.S.
In the Women’s Royal Naval Service, 
you’d lead a happy, active life at home 
and abroad—working with officers 
and men of the Royal Navy.

If you’re set on being a nurse, 
the Queen Alexandra’s Royal Naval 
Nursing Service offersyou a career with 
travel, variety and an exciting future.

I f  you’d like to hear more, 
send your name, age, school, and 
educational standards to:
T he R oyal N aval 
C a ree rs  Serv ice  
(Z5AV1), Old 
A d m ira lty  B ldg.,
W hitehall,
London, S.W .I.

RIM
ROYAL NAVY

Taking shape right now is the Royal 
Navy of tomorrow. New ships, nuclear 
submarines, computers, guided miss
iles, helicopters, hovercraft. A new 
Navy ready to meet new challenges— 
and to challenge you. If you think 
there’s more to life than a dull old 9-5 
routine at a desk or in a factory—then 
there’s a place in the Navy for you.

The Navy can offer you a first 
class apprenticeship in any one of a 
number of excellent trades. Pay and 
prospects have never been better, and 
there’s plenty of travel. You can join 
the Navy when you leave school—or 
the Royal Marines (the Navy’s own 
sea-soldiers) at age 16.

If  you’re aiming for 2 ‘A’ Levels 
or 5 ‘O’ Levels, you could become an 
Officer. There are schemes to help 
pay your school expenses (enquire as



School uniforms are only 
part of the Hornes service. 

Most of our menswear 
stores include special 
younger men's shops 

where you can find 
the liveliest young 

clothes in town. 
We'll gladly send 

you our Actionwear 
folder and you can 

see the new Horneswear 
look for yourself.

From

HORNES
toddy's top stores for the younger men

HORNE BROTHERS, 1 & 3 LONG ROW, NOTTINGHAM
^  Outfitters to The Henry M ellish  Grammar School



CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

THE DANCING SOCIETY

Despite the usual lack of support from the Upper Sixth, and a little 
early uncertainty from many of the Lower Sixth, the society has had 
an encouraging year. Membership (if such a term may be used in 
connection with our informal weekly gatherings) has been much 
larger than in previous years, and the flame of enthusiasm, once 
kindled, has never died.

The society provides a valuable opportunity within the school of 
mixing with girls from Manning and Brincliffe; and I am happy to 
report that this opportunity has been fully exploited by all 
participants.

A highspot in the social life of the school was a Christmas discotheque 
dance held at the school itself and attended by a large proportion of 
our 6th Form. The school hall was well suited to the purpose. 
Green, red, yellow, blue and orange lights flooded over a sea of 
writhing bodies, driven to a frenzy by sweet-soul-sounds and cans 
of fizzy Coke. Authenticity was supplied by a real DJ and several 
dolly dancers who lurched about on the stage in a most convincing 
fashion, providing a useful example for those who were unsure of 
exactly what to do.

The whole thing was so far removed from the humdrum routine of 
school life, and from the customary Friday evening quickstep, that 
afterwards it was regarded as a kind of bizzare dream—Paradise 
discovered but scarcely believed in.

Dream or not, the dance was only made possible by the zeal and 
organization of Mr. Wyles, to whom I would like to extend, on 
behalf of all my colleagues, my heartfelt thanks for all he has done 
throughout the year.

R. A. M oorf.

THE GYM CLUB

The Gym Club has continued to meet after quarter to four on 
Fridays, but I am disappointed to find that, owing to the mock 
G.G.E.’s and November examinations, the meetings have been 
irregular this year. Even so it is pleasant to observe the enthusiasm 
which the prospect of vaulting over boxes and swinging on ropes 
arouses in the Lower School, and if this is maintained the club can 
look forward to a healthy future.

D. P otts



CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

THE FRENCH CLUB

President: P. B. D unleavy

Secretary: P. A. D onovan

There have been few meetings of the French Club this year but, on 
the whole, infrequency has been well compensated for by variety.
The first two Tuesday evenings were spent reading an English 
translation of Anouilh’s “UAlouette” and after a few weeks of 
inactivity, Donovan started off a new wave of enthusiasm by giving 
an illustrated talk on Paris, based on his personal experience.
A visit was also arranged to see Moliere’s “Le Malade Imaginaire” 
acted in French by a group of wandering players at Bilborough 
Grammar School, and shortly afterwards came the traditional 
Christmas dinner held at a respectable Nottingham restaurant 
(le restaurant). It proved to be a great success, although one or 
two people complained that their soup was a trifle cold. Finally, 
in January, four of our members made the long, hard trek to Clifton 
Training College to watch a production of “Antigone”.
Unfortunately, there has been no French Assistant this year, and 
this has meant we have had to rely more than ever on the guidance 
of our President, Monsieur Dunleavy. He has taken a great deal 
of interest in the society from the beginning, and perhaps this is the 
most convenient time to thank him for his continued enthusiasm.
A. C lay

THE FOLK SOCIETY

The beginning of the Autumn term saw the revival of the Folk and 
Blues Society. At the first meeting the attendance was quite 
promising, but the original twelve gradually dwindled to leave 
seven or eight regulars. The Wednesday evening meetings were 
mainly occupied by the playing of records of well-known singers 
such as Dylan, Donovan and Ian Campbell; this somewhat 
monotonous routine was broken when the members met (illegally) 
in the Sixth Form library. Songs were sung by the members 
themselves to the accompaniment of R. T. Rowell’s guitar. The 
highlight of the evening was an unaccompanied solo by Fayers of an 
Austrian folk-song (minus the high notes). Unfortunately, this 
meeting met a disastrous end when Sherlock Hyson, aroused by the 
strange wailings, politely turned the Society out.
The Society was to suffer a more serious blow when the stylus of the 
record player was accidentally chipped by a rival society, resulting 
in the withdrawal of the player from public service.
However, the Society still lives on in a somewhat underground 
fashion, the members attending various concerts in the City.
A. P arkin
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

MOUNTAINEERING

Until the miserable coldness of winter brought the climbing club’s 
activities to an inevitable halt, we managed, on average, to meet 
once a month. Eight people came, chiefly from the 6th Form.

Nearly all of the meetings were in Derbyshire, where the intrepid 
heroes braved incessantly bad weather to climb at such places as 
Stanage and Burbage Edges. Once, however, under the expert 
leadership of Mr. Robinson, the Joe Brown of Henry Mellish, six of 
us gallantly dared to do battle with the Welsh Mountains. We 
made the journey by car, as usual, and, but for the minor problems 
of clumsy navigation and very nearly running out of petrol in the 
middle of the night, the trip was uneventful.

We had set out, in two cars, one Friday in October, taking the A5 
to Langollen. There, at the famous Langollen “chippie” , a further 
addition was made to our party—the bearded form of Simon Foley, 
an experienced mountaineer, and Mr. Robinson’s Man-Friday.

Around midnight, we reached the camp site and pitched our tents. 
Reveille was called after a few hours’ welcome rest and we ate a 
hearty camp breakfast. We were all set for the struggle.

Our objective was Tryfan; it loomed over our camp site, and 
dominated the landscape, its three summits rising to a height of 
3,000 ft. Mr. Robinson took the lead in the ascent, closely followed 
by his seven dwarfs. The lower green slopes just required little 
more than a rough scramble and soon gave way to steeper slopes of 
rock and grass; and then the grass petered out to bare rock, as we 
reached the foot of the North Buttress.

As usual, Mr. Robinson’s voodoo began to work and the weather, 
until then fine, turned to a demoralising drizzle. Nevertheless, we 
carried on, and tied up in groups of four. The climb continued 
throughout the day, but owing to the relatively large number in each 
group the pace was not fast. In eleven pitches, 750 feet of rock 
were conquered, and we reached the top. But the cloud, which 
had obscured the mountains for most of the climb, stole the view and 
the sense of achievement was somewhat lessened by the fact that 
we could only see about 10 yards.

Time had passed quickly, and we were nearly benighted on the 
descent. When at last we reached level ground, eight rather tired 
bodies dragged themselves back to camp.

The rain, which had held off all day, came down in buckets again, 
and persisted all night. We decided to forego any more climbing 
as the rocks were wet and treacherously slippery, and so we made an 
early start for home, well satisfied by the day’s achievements.
M. T. L eivers
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COMBINED CADET FORCE

The Contingent has maintained its strength with good intake 
figures again this year and if the Band is taken into account, is now 
well over its permitted establishment. A welcome is extended 
to Mr. P. Stafford who has joined the Contingent to help in the 
Army Section, bringing the Officer strength up to full establishment 
for the first time for many years.

The most notable events in a year in which weather has marred 
outdoor activities, have been the Annual Inspection and Annual 
Training. The former took place on 19th May, 1969, the Reviewing 
Officer being Commodore A. R. B. Sturdee, D.S.C., Chief of Staff, 
Portsmouth. He was accompanied by Lieutenant Commander 
I. C. McLeod (R.N.) from H.M.S. Cochrane, Major I. R. Kibble 
(Green Howards) G.S.O. 2, East Midlands District and Flight- 
Lieutenant W. R. Kidd (R.A.F.) from Headquarters Air Cadets. 
As usual, the Parade was entirely of Cadets and Cadet Flight- 
Sergeant D. Oakley was complimented by all the visitors, 
including the Chairman of the Governors, for the turn-out and 
bearing of all Cadets.

For Advance Training the Contingent returned to Dartmoor 
making base camp once again at Marley Farm, South Brent. 
Four Officers and sixteen Cadets endured dry, but bitterly cold 
weather with severe frosts at night to test the hardy. However, 
such weather is ideal for this type of training as it gives good 
visibility which is a great aid to map reading. The change to an 
over-night journey back home was a success, avoiding the holiday 
traffic.

For Annual Training, the Sections were again spread widely apart. 
The R.N. Section had Cadets at various establishments, including 
the Dartmouth Training Squadron Cruise and on H.M.S. Aveley, 
a minesweeper doing Regatta Duty. All received either boatwork 
instruction or sea-time, the most interesting part of R.N. Training. 
The Army Section made one of their rare visits to Germany, being 
the guests of the 23rd Amphibious Engineers Squadron stationed a 
Hamelin in West Germany. The Squadron were most gracioffi 
hosts laying on visits and demonstrations on a most generous scales

It was also fortunate that the annual pageant of the Pied Piper of 
Hamelin took place during the visit and was thoroughly enjoyed by 
all. So enjoyable and instructive was the visit that it is hoped the 
Unit will be able to accept an invitation to return at an early date. 
The R.A.F. Section camped at R.A.F. Fairford, a re-opened 
American Air Base. The re-opening was important as it meant 
the Station could not provide all the facilities normally associated 
with and expected from a fully operational Station. However, the 
visit did give an opportunity for Cadets to see some of the problems 
of building up new Squadrons and for a flight in the new American- 
built Hercules and a luxury flight from R.A.F. Brize Norton, in a 
VC 10 to the Channel Islands.
10
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COMBINED CADET FORCE

Other Cadets attended gliding courses at R.A.F. Ouston, 
Corporals Pepper and Ellis obtaining “B” Gliding Certificates. 
Two Cadets were also successful in completing the interesting, but 
testing Leadership Course at the Cadet Training Centre, Frimley 
Park.

The weather during the three terms has been dead against flying. 
Although flights by the Air Experience Flight at R.A.F. Newton 
have been arranged for most Thursdays, the weather has been so 
bad that there were only four successful visits in the Autumn 
Term, 1968, and none at all in the Easter Term, 1969. This is 
most frustrating to all concerned. The weather has been responsible 
for most of the training during the year taking place in the classroom 
and making life rather difficult for the N.C.O.’s responsible for 
carrying out the instruction.

In order to try to make up for the bad weather and to get as much 
boatwork and flying as possible in the Summer Term, the 
Contingent will take advantage of its “Sabbatical Year” regarding 
Annual Inspections and will not arrange one. In this way it is 
hoped to make up the flying and boatwork missed so far this 
School Year.
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SPORTS

BADMINTON

Captain: R. J . F ield

Secretary: B. E. P estell

With the loss of last year’s team, except for Fish of 3A, replacements 
had to be found hut the task of recruiting was an easy one—there 
were dozens of casual players who jumped at the chance of playing 
for the School. Within a short time a strong team was built up.
Futer proved himself a formidable player and the formation of a 
winning partnership with Fish made him doubly effective. After 
our defeat by Forest Fields, the other two partnerships were 
rearranged and we had a resounding success against the High 
School. Unfortunately, a number of matches were cancelled owing 
to examinations and sundry twists of Fate, but we hope they will be 
played in the near future.
In a  match against the Staff last term, the Staff beat us over
whelmingly despite our superior style and tactics. Bray put it 
all down to “beginners’ luck” and, cheered a little by this explana
tion, we are patiently awaiting a return match. Our reputation 
may be saved yet!
The team was chosen from: Bray, Dowhan, Field, Fish, Futer, 
Pestell and White.
B. E. P estell , 6.L.S.

CROSS COUNTRY

All the teams made a truly conscious effort this year, and produced 
reasonable results despite the really tough opposition. The U/13’s 
in particular showed their form—only a single match was lost 
during the whole season. It is a pity that we have not more 
cross-country runners in the middle school, however. The 
members nominated from the middle school, generally formed 
scratch teams, and inevitably failed to produce good results, 
although there was no lack of team spirit.
The 1st and 2nd teams, although they reported only three victories, 
were just “pipped at the post” in other matches. It is hoped that 
with continued training these teams will prove themselves more 
successful next season.
The climax of the cross-country season came at the South Notts. 
Championships held at Wollaton Park. Although the weather was 
exceptionally cold, our teams ran well, and Bukowski and Stepanion 
gained selection for the junior and intermediate sections of the 
cross-country championships. Bridgeman, Langham and I. Rayment 
were selected to run for the senior event.
R. L angham , 6.L.S.
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SPORTS

HOCKEY

Captain: P. D avies

Vice-Captain: R. Barnes

At the beginning of the season after our first four games, it would 
have been a brave man who had predicted that we would be among 
the top teams in the district. Three defeats in four games, conceding 
16 goals and replying with only 4, showed that not only was the 
defence weak and rather inexperienced but also that a tactical 
switch was necessary. Now that the required changes have been 
made the team is enjoying a run of nine games without defeat, 
including eight wins, two of which were over really strong teams—- 
Loughborough, who beat us earlier in the season 5-1, and the 
University 3rd XI.
These successes indicate the stability of the defence, the control 
of the midfield and the ability to turn the many chances into 
goals.
In defence, Barnes, Rowell, Ellis and above all Millward, a 
newcomer at the beginning of the season—have provided a confident 
cover (most of the time!) for Moore, whose ability in goal has been 
much appreciated by the team. Page and Dowhan have become 
masters of the midfield and Jeffrey and Davies have both proved 
able match winners.
With so many people leaving school from both the 1st and 2nd 
teams, prospects for the future do not seem too bright at the 
moment. The 2nd team has, however, provided a goalkeeper for 
next season in the shape of Pettefar, an excellent deputy for Moore, 
who has kept him out of the 1st team so far.
We have been represented in the county by Millward and Davies, 
who is, at present, captain of the U-19s.

Results (1st team)
Loughborough L 1-4
H. Pavement L 2-3
CLE.G.S. Mansfield D 1-1
University 3rd XI 
People’s College

L 0-7
W 4-0

Forest Fields W 1-0
Carlton-le-Willows W 1-0
Nottingham University w 2-1
Sherwood Hall w 2-1
Carlton-le-Willows w 5-1
Loughborough w 1-0
Nottingham High School w 4-0

Matches to come include:—Q.E.G.S.; Sherwood Hall; People’s 
College and the mixed match with Manning Girls’ School.
P. D avies, 6 .U .A .
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SPORTS

RUGBY REPORT 1968-69
Captain: S. P arry

Vice-Captain: N. Briscoe

Despite initial setbacks, this year’s 1st XV quickly moulded itself 
into a skilful unit possessing great team spirit and determination. 
Once this cohesion had been achieved, the team was unbeatable 
for the remainder of the season—some 11 games. Only the frost 
and snow prevented their record from being even more impressive. 
The forwards, although rather light, ensured plenty of possession 
and were extremely mobile and had an intelligent approach to the 
game. The three-quarters, reliable rather than brilliant, used their 
wingers sensibly; while R. Wheatley adapted himself to the new 
rules well, and became adept at promoting attacks.
Unfortunately, many of this year’s 1st XV will be leaving the school 
in July, but judging from the keeness shown by the under-15 XV, 
and their results, there will be plenty of good senior players next year. 
Our congratulations to R. Wheatley, P. Wilkinson, and S. Parry 
who represented the County this season; and our thanks to the four 
members of staff, who gave up virtually every Saturday to manage 
the teams. Without their efforts, School rugby would not exist.
S. P a rry ,
N. Briscoe

Summary of Results P W L D
1st XV .......................... 16 11 3 2
2nd X V .......................... 10 3 7 —

3rd X V .......................... 4 2 1 1
U-15 X V .......................... 15 11 4 —

U - 1 4 X V .......................... 11 2 7 2
U - 1 3 X V .......................... 9 3 6 —

1st XV Results
Nottingham High School H L 0-22
Bramcote G.S. A W 21- 6
Kings School Grantham H L 0-11
Ecclesbourne H W 19- 0
West Bridgford G.S. H L 3- 6
Loughborough G.S. H D 6- 6
Hugh Stewart Hall A W 13- 6
Welbeck College A D 6- 6
Bilborough G.S. A W 9- 6
High Pavement G.S. A w 14- 9
Forest Fields G.S. H w 13- 9
Carlton-le-Willows G.S. H w 14- 0
The Old Boys 2nd XV H w 26-14
Lincoln School H w 12- 6
Magnus G.S. Newark A w 11- 8
Arnold High School H w 6- 3
14
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SPORTS

CRICKET
Looking back over the reports on cricket during the past years, we 
find most of them prefaced with references to the weather. As far 
as the 1968 season was concerned, the weather would be best 
forgotten. The remarkable thing was that we managed some 
cricket in May. Not surprisingly, teams lacked the essential 
practice and perhaps their enthusiasm was dampened by the 
prevailing cold. Despite the conditions the team performed quite 
well. At times there was an exasperating apathy as in the match 
against the High School when we crawled laboriously and painfully 
for over three hours to reach a total of 126—and this against 
bowling which was rarely unfriendly. The High School made the 
necessary runs in less than a third of the time. The same lack of 
vitality was apparent in the game at Grantham, a game which was 
thrown away with a carelessness it is difficult to parallel. On the 
other hand the team played exceptionally well against Mr. Evans’ 
XI, which was a strong side. The bowling and fielding were hostile 
and there was a clear wish to win. The same determination was 
apparent in the game against Woodhouse Grove. Dismissed for a 
low score, the School hit back hard and fully deserved their win.

A new fixture against Aston Woodhouse School, Sheffield, proved 
most enjoyable. R. Stocks, who captained the School side in 1962, 
now teaches at this school and his enthusiasm was evident in the 
team we played. Although conditions were not particularly good, 
we had a full day’s cricket and a draw was a fair result.

The Old Boys match was perhaps the highlight of the season, as 
indeed it should be. A very strong side was captained by M. Peck 
and it was unfortunate for the School XI that those whom we count 
on being a little rusty through lack of practice should on this 
occasion find their true form. Not that any spectator would cavil 
at Dame Fortune’s trick. It was a joy to see Jeff. Stimpson 
thumping the ball with obvious relish. A good foundation was 
laid by P. Wiser, D. Cale, and K. Morley and M. Peck proceeded 
to build on this, methodically and inexorably aiming for 200 runs. 
A nice calculation of time and runs might well have produced a 
personal hundred but preferring a sporting challenge, he holed out 
at 97 to the disappointment of those who remember with pleasure 
other centuries which he has made. The School started badly. 
There is some excuse in this as M. Beardall, despite his protestations 
that he had not turned his arm for a year at least, bowled as well as 
he did when at School. This, added to the hostile vigour of 
G. Smith and the guile of A. Kingstone, proved the undoing of 
the School XI. Despite a fine rearguard fight by D. Bamford, 
D. Oakley, R. Cooper and P. Wilkinson, we were unable to match 
our opponents. But the game was most enjoyable in every respect 
and we were by no means disgraced.
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SPORTS

CRICKET—continued

The team was a well-balanced side though we do lack, at present, 
effective slow bowlers. The batting owed much to Hilton who 
invariably opened at a brisk pace, showing scant respect for the 
reputations of some opening bowlers. J. Dawn played some very 
good innings though too often he was required to defend and was 
unable to use his full range of attacking shots. N. Briscoe proved a 
most useful all-rounder and in his own quiet way contributed much 
to the success of the team. T. Dudley kept wicket very well indeed 
though he lost confidence in his ability as a batsman. P. Wilkinson 
was the mainstay of the bowling—though his performances with the 
bat should not be overlooked. He possesses excellent control of 
length and direction and there is no doubt that when he releases his 
full power he will be a threat to any side. He was well supported 
by D. Oakley and R. Cooper—but it was not the season for fast 
bowlers. Mention must be made of D. Bamford, who came into the 
side during the season and proved his worth as a batsman, and 
Coleman, who should make many runs in the future.

T. Dudley, P. Wilkinson, J. Dawn and R. Cooper played for the 
Notts. Grammar Schools’ Cricket XI.

The 2nd XI maintained its good record particularly when one takes 
into account the difficulties experienced during and after the 
examinations in making up the team. For these matches we had to 
rely on the younger members of the School and they certainly 
acquitted themselves well.

Junior cricket had its ups and downs. The Under 14 XI remained 
undefeated and certainly deserve our heartiest congratulations. 
Though Pavis, the captain, contributes much to their success, it is 
by no means a one-man team and the general enthusiasm and 
determination give them the edge over most school sides.

Perhaps the most encouraging part the season has been the sight of 
the large numbers of boys who come onto the fields at lunch-time. 
Not skilled cricketers, not members of teams; but simply playing 
for the fun and enjoyment which the game gives. It is a pity that 
more people do not play cricket in the same spirit.
16



SPORTS

Cricket Results
1st XI

15th May V. Carlton-le-Willows g . s . A School 161 for 5 d. 
Carlton 31

22nd May V. Mr. W. L. Evans’ XI H Mr. Evans’ XI 83 
School 84 for 5

1st June V. Arnold H.S. A Arnold 39 
School 40 for 2

8th June V. Nottm. High School H School 126
High School 127 for 3

12th June V. Welbeck College H Welbeck 108 
School 109 for 6

15 th June V. Magnus G.S., Newark H School 189 for 5 d. 
Magnus 63

26 th June V. Nottm. Univ. 2nd XI H Univ. 138 for 7 d. 
School 133

29th June V. King’s School, 
Grantham

A King’s 151 for 6 d. 
School 81

3rd July V. Aston Woodhouse, 
Sheffield

A School 186 for 6 d. 
Aston 116 for 5

4th July V. The Old Boys H Old Boys 217 for 6 d. 
School 138

6 th July V. Lady Manners School, H Lady Manners 59 
School 60 for 8

13th July V. Lincoln School A Lincoln 126 for 7 d. 
School 90 for 5

15 th July V. Woodhouse Grove 
School

H School 69 
Woodhouse 54

P W L D Tied
2nd XI 7 5 1 — 1
3rd XI . . 1 1 -  —
Under 15 XI .. 6 2 3 1

Under 14 XI . . 6  6 -  —
Under 13 XI .. 5 1 3 1
Under 12 XI 1 1
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HOUSE NOTES

McEWEN
Captain: D. H itchcock  Athletics: A. Parkin

Rugby: D. Bamford Cross Country: D. H itchcock

Cricket: D. Bamford Secretary: P. C ritchley

Swimming: P. C ritchley

The House has enjoyed considerable success this year in most inter
house activities, despite a general lack of outstanding individuals in 
the teams. However, determination and enthusiasm have been 
evident throughout the competitions and what success we have 
gained can be attributed largely to this.
The suddeness with which these competitions came upon us caused 
problems at times, and this was specially true in the case of athletics, 
where bad weather continually put the damper upon our training 
sessions. As usual, though, we managed to turn out a powerful 
team.
The keeness of the juniors in the House has been particularly 
pleasing, and promises well for the future. The junior cross
country runners have had an encouraging season and after a few 
trial runs in appalling conditions, they won the house competition 
outright, Maltby and Shaw leading the field all the way.
In common with other Houses, I am afraid there is a tendency for 
the sense of “house spirit” which we value so much to be aroused 
only by the approach of the customary competition. However, 
there are signs of favourable changes in the House and in future 
years with the ability of the present middle school and the 
enthusiasm of the lower school there is hope for a fuller House 
programme possibly with a more light-hearted approach to games.
D. H itchcock  6U.M.

BALK
Captain: C. D avidson Swimming: C. D avidson

Rugby: M. T. L eivers Athletics: T. H ow e

Cricket: C. G ilbert

After its outstanding victories in all fields of sport during the last 
school year the House is hoping to continue its record of success 
under the new captain Craig Davidson.
So far this year only the rugby house matches have taken place; 
the juniors finished second overall but the intermediates after 
showing tremendous courage and effort failed to win any matches. 
The seniors have yet to finish the competition.
Practices for the swimming team are taking place and the Cross" 
Country and Standard Tests will soon begin. The House looks 
forward to these with optimism and enthusiasm.
M. T. L eivers
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HOUSE NOTES

BULKELEY
Captain: 
Vice-Captain: 
Rugby: 
Cricket:

S. Parry  
P. E. Buksmann 
S. P arry  
N. Briscoe

Athletics:
Cross Country: 
Swimming: 
Secretary :

D. Bridgeman 
D. Bridgeman 
S. P arry  
K. F ranks

Once again I have to convey my heartiest congratulations to all 
concerned in winning the House Championships, especially to the 
senior section; they took three out of the four possible cups. 
Younger members of the House must realise that success only comes 
with hard work and I hope that they are willing to put plenty of 
hard work into future house activities. House spirit, so very 
evident in Bulkeley, together with the potential talent available in 
all forms, should ensure success for the future, and help us to retain 
the Hurt Cup for many years to come.
This year the juniors have started us off on the right foot by winning 
the Rugby Championships, and I hope that all other House teams 
will follow this achievement with many more of their own.
I have now been a member of Bulkeley House for eight years, and 
captain for two, and I feel proud to have been associated with such a 
successful House for this length of time. I would like to thank all 
our House Masters for the support which I have been given during 
the past two years, and I wish every single member all the best for 
the future—I know that I will be as proud of the House in the years 
to come as I am of it now.
S. Parry

BARBER
Captain : 
Vice-Captain: 
Rugby : 
Cricket:

I. C ook Swimming:
P. A. W ilkinson Athletics:
I. C ook Cross Country:
P. A. W ilkinson

P. J. E llis 
W. E. E dmonds 
W. E. E dmonds

The House as a whole is improving and so far this year there have 
been some fine performances from seniors as well as the usual 
enthusiastic efforts of the lower school and intermediates. It is 
disappointing though to see that all too often it is a case of the same 
few individuals participating in all the activities. If more people 
were willing to compete for places in the House teams, the burden 
placed on the over-worked sports captains would be considerably 
alleviated.
Last year, despite the general eagerness which S. Parry seemed to 
inspire among his followers (by fair means or foul), Bulkeley House 
were hard-pressed by us in the struggle for the Hurt Cup; this year 
I hope we will show all the other Houses our heels and, for the first 
time in a good many years, have the honour of seeing the Cup 
decorated with our own distinctive green ribbons.
I. C ook
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HOUSE NOTES

House Trophies

KAYSER GUP (Senior Rugby) ..........................  Bulkeley

BURNHAM GUP (Intermediate Rugby) .. . . McEwen

ORCHARD GUP (Junior Rugby) .. .. . . Barber

STRUTT GUP (Intermediate Cricket) .. .. Barber

HAINES CUP (Junior Cricket) .. .. .. Barber

CLIFTON GUP (Senior Athletics)..........................  Balk

PARENT-STAFF CUP (Intermediate Athletics) . .  McEwen

NORMAN CUP (Junior Athletics) . .  . . . . Balk

LEAMING CUP (Senior Swimming) .. . . Bulkeley

CARLTON CUP (.Intermediate Swimming) .. Barber

PREFECTS’ CUP (Junior Swimming) .. . . Bulkeley

MEMORIAL CUP (Junior House Championship) . . Balk

WOODCOCK CUP (Intermediate House Championship) Barber

HOUSTON CUP (Senior House Championship) . . Bulkeley

HURT CUP (House Championship) .. . . Bulkeley
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THE PARENT/STAFF ASSOCIATION

The Parent/Staff Association began this year with arrangements for 
the School’s Family Day which was held on Saturday, May 25th. 
In spite of the weather, the event was well attended and the 
Committee was most grateful for all the help and support given by 
both parents and friends.

On Thursday, October 17th, an Autumn Fair was organised by a 
sub-committee of the ladies of the main committee. The ladies 
involved in this very successful occasion were Mrs. McQuin, Mrs. 
Edwards, Mrs. Hull, Mrs. Mathews and Mrs. Bolton. Their hard 
work resulted in a profit of about £100 for which we were most 
grateful.

The Social and Dance held on Friday, November 22nd, proved to 
be most enjoyable and the thanks of the Committee to the Prefects 
were recorded in the Minutes for the meeting which followed this 
event. The Association is happy to record its appreciation of the 
help given by the Prefects during the year.

It was unfortunate that the weather should force us to cancel our 
arrangements for the talk which was to be given by Miss C. M. 
Perkins on Thursday, February 20th. The conditions at that time 
were certainly far too extreme for us to expect anyone to attend and 
we were very sorry that we were forced to call off this meeting.

Once again we have reached the point in the year when we lose 
valuable members of our Committee. It is with grateful thanks 
for all their help that we express our appreciation to Mrs. G. Hull, 
Mr. W. D. Bishop, Mrs. L. Keates and Mrs. A. McQuin. They have 
given their time unselfishly and worked extremely hard for the good 
of the Association.

We welcome to the Committee Mrs. R. Allington, Mrs. F. Fish and 
Mr. A. Kitching and hope that they will enjoy their term of office.

We thank all parents for their support during the past year and hope 
that the current year will provide interest and maintain the vital 
link between school and home.
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MASAI ENCOUNTER

During the Easter holidays, I was lucky enough to stay in Nairobi 
and see something of the surrounding countryside. We travelled 
out on a Britannia aircraft and came down to refuel at Benghazi 
and Entebbe.

It was bitterly cold when we left London but as I stepped out of the 
plane at Benghazi, I felt the intense heat and smelled for the first 
time the scent which I later associated with the vast open plains of 
Africa.

It was mid-day when we reached our destination and again the 
heat, sunshine and flowers everywhere made me realise that I really 
had arrived in Kenya.

Nairobi is about 5,000 feet above sea-level and has roughly the same 
population as Nottingham. It is not more than 300 miles from 
the equator. The largest section of Kenyans in Nairobi are 
Kikuyu and most of them live in the outskirts of Nairobi and in 
the surrounding villages. They have become slightly more 
westernized than most of the other tribes and this becomes very 
noticeable when one meets members of the Masai tribe.

Kenya is famous for its game parks and reserves; the best known are 
the Tsavo National Park and the Amboseli National Reserve. In 
these parks we travelled by car, though some people use light 
aircraft for game spotting. To travel along murram tracks never 
knowing what is round the next bend—maybe a lion, or a giraffe 
ambling in its see-sawing way to find fresh thornbushes which are 
its staple diet; or perhaps a herd of Grants gazelle running and 
jumping with incredible grace, is an experience I shall never forget. 
One morning we even saw a cheetah on the kill while one of its 
family was playing with a log.

Yet the most memorable occasion was when we went to see the 
Masai tribe. Some of these people live about twenty miles out of 
Nairobi on the Magadi road. These are the wilds because even 
four miles out of Nairobi there are lions prowling about.

We travelled north-west of Nairobi to Magadi along dusty murram 
tracks which a couple of hours of rain can turn into an impassable 
swamp. From there we crossed over the Ngong hills into Masai 
country.

From a distance, the Masai look like orange specks but close to, one 
can see that a coloured sheet is slung over their shoulders and this 
drapes over most of the body. The sheet is white but coloured by 
mixing murram and cow-dung together, plastering it all over the 
cloth, and then leaving it to dry. They also use the same mixture 
when they dye their hair which is long and hangs down to their 
necks. The cow-dung attracts flies which cling to their faces. 
No Masai will ever kill a fly on his face and will not wish them 
away. In fact, they seem to be sacred to the Masai.
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MASAI ENCOUNTER

A Masai’s only possessions are his house, his cattle and goats, and 
his spear. He will go and hunt a lion with this one spear, though 
the killing of lion is done purely as a sport. He is very brave and 
has tremendous courage and certainly will not hesitate to fight 
anyone.

The main diet is blood and milk though they occasionally eat meat. 
The blood is obtained from the cows’ necks. The neck is cut with 
a knife and some of the blood is drained off into gourds. When 
sufficient blood has been obtained, the cut is treated with grass and 
dung and the animal is fully recovered in two days. The treatment 
seems remarkably skilful. Milk is obtained from the goats which 
graze with the cattle.

The Masai live in small huts made from mud and cow-dung which is 
plastered onto sticks. The roofs are of grass, but strengthened with 
skins in the rainy season. There are usually several huts together, 
owned by different generations. The huts are surrounded and 
protected by a hedge of thorn-bushes or boma. The Masai live with 
their animals, the cows and goats will come and sleep in the huts.

The Masai, though, are quite business-like. If you want to take a 
photograph they will not hesitate to ask you for a shilling. They 
have realised that they are a tourist attraction.

Still, it was all worth many shillings.

D. N. Brooke , 4C
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POETRY

TWICE REMOVED

Back through the awaiting of events 
I struggle with a week ago.
Night and a returning coach, 
twenty-five,
and room for thinking back an hour 
to chairs and tables, 
and reputations lost and found, 
one of the lads.
A maytime.
Chance to drink again the second glass, 
with fooling,
large and simple like bottles, 
swing the lampshade with a stray fist 
whose minute clatter of chains 
stops another noise, 
gay and free for taking.
Punch, a silver bowl, two bodies 
breathe as one (a simple thing).
And then
the quick departure of a sad halfcrown,
money for beer,
as a door practises its slam,
fetching up those voices on an empty road.
This remembrance,
rounded on impressions, twice removed, 
feeds me like a breast; 
but not for long.
And soon, a latest imprint rubbed away, 
unquiet for a new joy,
I ’ll see the day when,
still shunting between stations of memory and hope, 
further in time, not distance, 
my train comes off the line.

R . M . Saxton

THE LAUGH
suspended life 
in a film-set 
world;
the run-down
laugh
of the
clockwork
clown
that waits
on the ironwork
pier.

R. M. Saxton , 6.L.A.
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POETRY

THE YELLOW DREAM
The yellow sea of sand 
Of burning golden sand,
That shimmers in the yellow heat,
That towers into yellow dunes 
Barren, except for a yellow shell 
A shell of gigantic size.
Out of the coils of the shell 
One yellow tentacle probes.
The tentacle sniffs and waves in the air 
Then reaching over the yellow sand 
It grasps me round my stomach,
It tosses me and catches me.
Sprinkling me with yellow sand,
But drawing nearer to the shell 
Closer and closer still I am drawn 
Until I pass inside the gloom and 
Darkness covers me and I shiver.
How I long for the yellow world.
M. W a in w r ig h t , 1C.

THE DAMNED
Losing themselves in a joy of life, slowly they move, and then, beating 
The beat of no drum but the heart, swifter they whirl, at one with 
The moon-soaked winds.
All praise to the horned ones, the light gods of love, who dwell in the

heart of Man
And show him the refuge, that stands exulting in caverns, on

mounting heights
From the blackness within and without.
Knowing no gods but those who know men, freed of the shackles 
I imposed on none, why should they spurn the blood-pulsing race and 
The Christ who lives in the earth.
C. H arrison, V.l.U.A.

AUTUMN
Silently to earth leaves fall 
Their burning colours glow.
Caught by the wind they swirl about 
In drifts about my feet.
Berries cling to bare stems 
Waiting for birds to find and feed;
The fruit is gathered and safely stored:
The frost arrives and kills the rose, to end its happy days;
For creature and plant alike, winter’s rest has come.
R . R o g ers , 1C.
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POETRY

THE GRAVEYARD

On the hill stand the gravestones 
Old, battered and rough;
But no-one goes there now.
The grass, long and smooth,
Sways to and fro in the wind.
In the midst of the grass jungle 
A lonely gorse bush 
Grows out of the sacred earth 
Where people were put to rest.
And there, in the corner,
Stands the old oak tree
With its many arms
Reaching upwards to the heavens.
And in the autumn 
The leaves of red, brown and gold 
Flutter onto the bare stones 
Where “Rest in Peace” is inscribed.

D. M cI lw a in e , 4.B

THE TEACHER

He stands by the window,
looking out over the dusty playground,
over the road to the willow trees.
His eyes are glazed.
He does not seem to hear the din
we are making
He is not his usual self today.
He is normally cross at noise or inattention.

He is old.
His hair is grey, as grey as slush.
His suits all look the same, 
same style,
wide trousers of the ’thirties.
His shoes are brown as soil.
They look as though they have 
never been cleaned.
There is chalk on his gown.

His health is failing.
He is now all alone. Tired but dedicated.
The Head has asked him to leave 
a number of times but he is still here.
“Teaching is my life. I could not go on without it,” 
he says.
J. K onig, 2A.
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POETRY

THE PREDATOR

The eagle soars effortlessly high,
Heavy wings pounding a rhythm,
This lonely, lordly giant 
Whose shadow brings terror 
To unsuspecting rodents,
Twittering and scurrying
Amongst the whispering grasses far below.

The dun-coloured creatures 
Forage for food,
Enjoying in full their short 
life span.

Way, way above them the watchful eagle 
Catches the tell-tale signs.
Intent, he swoops.

P. Pycko , 2A

A CHILD’S FEAR

Fear, pure fear
Upon that young boy’s face.
The flash, the heat,
That noise, the noise that heralded the 
Doom of his parents.
His sister is behind him;
“Where is daddy?”
She wonders where her parents are.
Her brother knows.
They are dead.
He was outside their hut with his sister;
An explosion, troops running.
He knows a shell has orphaned them.
The agonized look;
His red, sore eyes.
His twisted face and lips show it.
How can the nearby American photographer 
Know
The terror and fear of that boy?
The wondering of his sister?
Alive today, dead tomorrow.
Who can tell their fate?
Who can tell the fate of anybody?

M. Sh e ii., 2A.
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POETRY

BOREDOM (THE POET’S TORTURE)

Inking in the 
circular minutes 
of eternity’s 
precious time;
Leaving the portcullis 
of the brain 
open to both 
rhythm and rhyme; 
Feeling the ebb of 
the present in passing, 
Like wails of 
a sad-eyed child;
Losing grip on 
your roving senses, 
Flaying them harshly 
till their blood you find.

J .  C oopey , 6.L .A .

THE BUTTERFLY
Poised on pale petal it rested,
Wings gently moving with delicate motion.
A momentary pause from flight,
Flash of colour, bathed in light,
Seeking the nectar from flowery depths.
In its brief life’s span it brings 
Moments of pleasure and delight.
R . R ogers, 1C.

MY DEAD TORTOISE
There it lay among pieces of lettuce,
Deathly still and quiet,
Just a lifeless shell
Out of which nothing protruded.
My tortoise dead.

I tapped the shell gently 
But there was no response 
Except a hollow sickly sound.
I shook it and I tipped it up and down 
But nothing came from the eerie interior.

I stood still and quiet 
Feeling deeply grieved 
For the loss of my tortoise.
Wondering how to break the news 
To the rest of the family.
M. W a in w r ig h t , 1C.
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MEXICO 1968

A Personal View

Before he went to Mexico, Ian Hallam managed to find time to 
visit us at School. We were very pleased to see him and we were 
glad to have the opportunity of offering him our congratulations 
and good wishes. He is always so modest about his achievements 
that it is not easy to persuade him to give a full account of his 
experiences. However, he kindly found time for two of us to 
interview him.

Q,. How did you come to take up cycling?

A. I started cycling when I was eleven. I joined a local 
cycling club and gradually gained the basic strength. 
I started racing when I was sixteen. I became division 
champion and was second in the National Championship. 
Training with the team began two years before the Olympics 
—in 1966.

Q_. What club do you belong to ?

A. I belong to the Beeston Road Club. This is a good club 
which is improving all the time and is obtaining national 
recognition. There is a membership fee of f \  plus a £ \  to 
join the British Cycling Federation. There is another £1 for 
a cycling card and a 5/- entry for each race.

Q,. When you learned that you had been selected for the Olympics, what 
were your reactions?

A. Fantastic! Mind you, I would have been disappointed if I 
had not been chosen.

Q,. What kind of welcome did you receive from the Mexicans?

A. We received a fantastic welcome. We arrived about 
midnight, walked to the coach to go to the Olympic village, 
and there were hundreds of people cheering and a Mexican- 
type band to greet us. People watched and cheered us 
even while we were training. There were always a great 
many autograph hunters.

Q,. What was the organisation like ?

A. It was very good right from the beginning to the end. For 
the opening ceremony all roads leading to the stadium were 
closed and each team had cars or coaches to take them.
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MEXICO 1968

(f. Which was the race you took part in ?

A. I was in the 4,000 metres individual pursuit and the 4,000 
metres team pursuit. The track is 333| metres long and 
we had to go round twelve times. In the individual pursuit 
each person rides by himself and attempts to get a fast time. 
The eight fastest riders race off—the fastest against the 
eighth fastest, the second against the seventh, and so on. 
The team pursuit is similar, the only difference being that 
there are four men in a team going round together.

Q. How many entrants were there and what was your final position in 
the races ?

A. There were about 40 competitors. I finished 15th in the 
individual and 12th in the team pursuit. In both races we 
broke the old Olympic records; by six seconds in the indivi
dual and twelve seconds in the team pursuit.

Q,. Did you find racing there any different to racing here in England?

A. It was, of course, a higher standard but otherwise much the
same as racing here. It was my first international race and 
the altitude meant that it took longer to recover.

Q,. Were you affected by the altitude ?

A. The altitude affected me in the first two weeks. I became 
short of air, my chest was very painful and my legs felt like 
jelly. After two weeks the effects were less noticeable, 
though, as I have said, it took longer to recover after a race.

Q. Did fitness play a major part in your being chosen?

A. Fitness wins races and I trained every day. Training 
consisted mostly of riding flat out and then having a 
recovery period. I did this every day until I was absolutely 
exhausted. It was being fit that enabled me to turn out 
performances to get noticed.

Q. Did the track make any difference ?

A. The track was made out of an African wood. It is the best 
track in the world and much faster than anything we have 
over here. Each cyclist was presented with a piece of the 
wood that the track was made from.
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A c a r e e r  as  a

CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT

offers:
OPPORTUNITY
On qualification you can expect a starting salary of 
between £1,500 and £1,600 a year in the London 
area (commencing salaries will normally be less in 
the provinces). Opportunities are open to you in 
practice, in industry and commerce, education or a 
variety of other walks of life.
It takes three, four or five years to qualify as a 
chartered accountant, depending on the level of 
education you have reached. This, your age and the 
district in which you work will govern your salary 
during training.

Accountancy is not a dull or monotonous profession. 
Many problems, each requiring a different solution, 
occur every day and it is often necessary for the 
chartered accountant and his articled clerks to travel 
extensively, sometimes abroad.

Chartered accountants are always in demand. They 
can be sure of employment and opportunities for 
advancement whatever the political situation or the 
state of the business economy.

The booklets “Become a Chartered Accountant” and 
“ See a Chartered Accountant ” issued by The Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales will tell 
you more. Send for copies to:

The Secretary, The Institute o f  Chartered Accountants in England and Wales,
City House, 56/66 Goswell Road, London, E.<

Please send me copies o f  “Become a  Chartered Accountant” and
‘‘See a Chartered Accountant”

VARIETY

SECURITY

NAME. .ADDRESS.

_ !



We reckon th a t one out 
of every tw o  young 
men who make a career in 
the bank will reach 
managerial rank, earning 
a t least £2,230 a year.
Many o f them will do so in 
their early 30's. From then 
on, salaries can rise 
to  £5,000 and beyond.

In m ost jobs girls have to  
be b etter  than a man to  
enjoy a m an's opportunities 
0and his pay).

Not at the Midland.

Like all the details ? Write to us, stating what G.C.E. passes you have, 
or hope to have. We will tell you about jobs in the Midland, the pay, the 
considerable fringe benefits. Address your letter to:
The Staff Manager, Midland Bank, Head Office, Poultry, London E.C.2

Midland
Bank



MEXICO 1968

Q_. What were your relations like with the other competitors ?

A. I got on well with the other competitors. Everyone was
really friendly. There was the language barrier but that 
was easily overcome.

Q,. Did you see any evidence of “Black Power ?”

A. Not really, only on the part of competitors but not in the 
crowds.

Q. What would we need in England to improve our standards ?

A. We need a new manager. This year we will have a national
coach as the new director of training. The type of events 
halt progress in England. We need shorter tracks like they 
have in Belgium.

Q. What sort of prizes have you won during the year?

A. I have won £280’s worth of goods. Of course, we do not 
receive any money prizes. Mostly we receive vouchers 
which can be exchanged for goods at certain shops. Some
times prizes are given but never any cheques!

(T Have you any plans for the next Olympics ? What are your future 
plans ?

A. I am not interested in selection if I am not any good at an 
event. My next ambitions are for the World Championships 
in Czechoslovakia and the following year at Leicester, and 
the Tour of Britain Race. I might consider turning 
professional but I would like to go to the Olympics again, 
and, of course, I would have to see how everything fitted in 
with my career as a dentist.

(f, Have you any advice for someone taking up cycling ?

A. Yes. Join a cycling club. You will find a very friendly
atmosphere and you will have companions interested in the 
same things as yourself.
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TWO WEEKS BEFORE THE MAST

Before setting off on the trip aboard the Malcolm Miller, we all 
received joining instructions, and had a certain amount of pre-cruise 
homework on sails, rigging, and other complexities of life aboard a 
sailing vessel.
My first impression of the Malcolm Miller was of her lack of size, 
and the fore-shortening of a close-up view made her look less tall 
than she really was. One soon loses that impression after a climb 
up to the crow’s nest on a breezy day..........
Our first job was to deposit our passports (which we were not to use) 
and money with the purser. We then went for initial instruction on 
the wheel and on hoisting sails. This latter was a big job when it 
had to be done, and the whole ship’s crew had to be on deck for it. 
The ship’s crew was made up of five permanent members: the 
Master Chief Officer, Chief Engineer, Cook and the Bosun. The 
Bosun, on my trip, had been unlucky, and was in hospital after 
falling off the main mast boom. It made us all a lot more careful 
when we had to go aloft.
The rest of the crew, sailing for one trip only, was made up of three 
Watch Officers, three watch leaders, and 39 trainees, plus the 
Purser and navigator and two bosun’s mates.
We worked to the usual ship-watching hours at sea, sailing night 
and day.
There were three watches: Fore, Main and Mizzen, and each was 
made up of a Watch Officer, leader and 13 trainees, of whom three 
would be on day-work on rota systems for the Chief Engineer, 
Bosun and Cook, leaving the remaining members for watch duties—- 
five on the bridge (wheel, bridge messenger, note-book, and two 
look-outs) and five on a working stand-by. With a reduced bridge 
complement the watch could quite easily handle the ship in going- 
about and gybing. For the hoisting and lowering of sails, the whole 
ship’s crew would be on deck.
In addition, the ship had to be kept clean. The decks were 
scrubbed daily by the Bosun’s day-workers, and living accommoda
tion was cleaned by the morning watch-off after breakfast.
The only definite plan, route-wise, was to leave Liverpool on 
Monday, 10th June, and arrive in Glasgow on Friday, the 21st. 
The rest depended on the weather.
We were blessed with glorious sun-shine, but there was little wind, 
and we spent many hours with the ship barely moving. We spent 
the Monday night anchored off Rhyl, and then went on to Dublin, 
which we reached on Wednesday; Campbeltown on the Mull of 
Kintyre (Saturday); Colonsay (Sunday), and back down through 
the Sound of Islay and up the Firth of Forth, anchoring at Lamlash 
on the Isle of Arran. Then on to Gourock, and finally up to 
Glasgow, passing the Queen Elizabeth II on the way. In each 
port of call we arrived in the evening and left at about mid-day 
next day.
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TWO WEEKS BEFORE THE MAST

With the lack of wind on all but three occasions, life was a little 
tame for some. Seasickness? I felt a little green on the Thursday 
morning when I had to turn out for the morning watch at 0330 hours, 
but the fresh air worked wonders by the time I had my trick at the 
wheel. The ship was steered throughout by trainees, even including 
docking, etc.
I must admit that returning to office life was a bit of a let-down, 
and it took me a month to readjust, with the salt water fairly 
pouring out of my ears.
But all in all, it was a splendid cruise, and an opportunity that 
comes one’s way only once in a lifetime.
Steph en  D ickinson

Stephen Dickinson (1960-66) is now employed in the Marine Department 
of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board. The above account of his 
experiences on the training ship “The Malcolm Miiler'‘'’ is reprinted by 
permission o f“The Port of Liverpool News” .
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THE OLD BOYS’ ASSOCIATION

Most Old Boys will now be aware that the Old Boys’ Association 
has ceased to exist as an active body. To keep such an organization 
in being requires a deal of hard work and a dedicated enthusiasm 
and volunteers are not readily available. In any case, a good many 
of the Old Boys live away from Nottingham and, though their 
interest does not seem to wane, there is no central occasion which 
can draw them together. We are hoping that the Old Boys’ 
Rugby Club will, to some extent, provide a substitute. When the 
new premises are completed there should be excellent facilities to 
attract new members—and not only those who play rugby.

Those who would like to join the Club should contact the secretary: 
John Saxton, 20 Thorn Drive, Newthorpe, Nottingham.

THE OLD BOYS’ RUGBY CLUB

The first time the Old Boys played together was in 1931 but it took 
a further four years before an official Old Boys’ Rugby Club could 
be formed. These old-stagers played until 1939 when club rugby 
had to be suspended for a while.

After the war, the club was reconstituted and affiliated to the Rugby 
Union. There are three members still playing regularly who 
appeared for the club in the 1948/49 season: Ernest Egglenton, 
Bill Lebeter, and Ray Palmer. I will spare their blushes and not 
mention their ages but one can only assume that they consume their 
fair ration of those “forty-fying” pills!

The War Memorial Ground at Podder Lane, Mapperley Plains, 
was acquired in 1954 and we became the first junior club in the area 
to have its own ground and clubhouse. Since then we have in
creased our playing strength and now turn out three regular teams 
and an occasional fourth. This has meant that we now need larger 
changing accommodation. We are, therefore, planning to build a 
new clubhouse and then we will convert the existing pavilion into 
changing rooms. This will greatly improve the facilities on the 
ground and, we hope, provide opportunities for Old Boys to renew 
old friendships. In particular, we hope that all boys leaving school 
will come along and join the Club. Come as a member if not as a 
player and help to ensure that we can keep our place in the forefront 
of local rugby.

The season just completed has been one of mixed fortunes for the 
1 st XV. Some entertaining, high-scoring games early in the season 
were marred by injuries to key players and our playing strength was 
affected for most of the season. Things did improve and we ended 
with a most satisfactory run of six wins in seven games. The results 
were as follows:

Played 37 Won 15 Lost 21 Drawn 1
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M ake your 
‘O ’ or ‘A’ levels 
w ork  for you

As a school-leaver, your ‘O ’ o r ‘A ’ 
levels are the  first real signs th a t you  
are m ore valuable to  yourself than  you 
th ink . Anyway, we th in k  so, and we 
w ant to  talk  to  you abou t your career; 
abou t your w orking fo r us; and abou t 
your getting to  the  top , using the same 
qualities th a t you  p u t in to  passing 
those exams.

I f  you have at least fou r ‘O ’ level 
passes, including M aths and  English 
Language (o r  are  ex p ec tin g  to  get 
them ), o r as m any ‘A ’ levels as you 
like, do  w rite to  us now . W e will send 
you full particulars abou t a w orth 
while career w ith  Barclays Bank.

Writ* to the L o ca l D irectors

Barclays Bank
P.O. B o x  1 8 , O ld  M a rk e t  S q u a re ,  
N o ttin g h a m .



We’ve lots of C#|PS
*■■■ l l l l l  D u d l U  THE NATIONAL COAL BOARD

MINING '
a p p r e n t ic e s h ip
SCHEME |
For Boys under 18 years. V
k  3^ year indentured
Apprenticeship.
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a p p r e n t ic e  e n g in e e r in g
DRAUGHTSMEN
A co-ordinated course for boys w'th 
G C E. 'O' level subiects including Maths, 
Physics and English leading to O.N.C. 
or H.N.C. in Engineering.

These are opportunitiesin the highly productive
MST
MIDLANDS MULLS

engineeringCRAFT
a p p r e n t ic e s

B°y s under 17 year-
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UNIVERSITY 
ENGINEERING 
SCHOLARSHIPS
For G.C.E. 'A' level school 
leavers (Maths,& Physics 
normally required).

OPPORTUNITIES | 
IN SCIENCE
For school leavers with 
4 G.C.E. ‘O' level 
passes including Maths |

I and a suitable science.

Q  
a p p r e n t ic e
MINING
SURVEYORS
A 5 year course for boys 
16 to 18 years with 4 O' 
level passes including 
Maths and a suitable 
science leading to H.N.C. 
in Mining Surveying.
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(MINING,  MECHANI CAL AND 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING) ,  
a n d  in cer t a i n  c i r c u m s t a n c e s  
S A N D W I C H  DEGREE 
C O U R S E S  ( MECHANI CAL 
A N D ELECTRICAL) .

ADD V l l f l l l f  f n  ■ Mr:  W E BARNETT, Head of Staff Recruitment 
H i m  fill Iff M il nnd Training. N.C.8. South Notts. Area, Bestwood,

N ott ingham. T elephone: 278861



THE OLD BOYS’ ASSOCIATION

Finally, a tribute to our skipper, Vic Gladwin. During a difficult 
season, beset by injuries and cancellation of games through bad 
weather, he has kept enthusiasm right to the end. Equally 
important he has done a great service to the club by introducing a 
record number of schoolboys during the second half of the season. 
These boys have performed outstandingly well in all three teams— 
1st, 2nd, and 3rd, and we hope that they will continue to support us 
for many seasons to come.
J ohn  Saxton

News of Old Boys

T. Butcher

a Detective Officer with the Nottinghamshire Combined Con
stabulary, continues his excellent work as Camp Leader and Chair
man of the Nottingham Youth Work Adventure Camp. This 
voluntary organization does a very good job—help from senior boys 
might be appreciated. A worthwhile object for School support.
C. F. G reen

now in his second year at Blackburn College of Technology and 
Design, has been elected full-time president of the Student’s Union 
at the College.
I an H allam ’s
time of 5 mins. 2.3 secs, for the men’s amateur unpaced standing 
start, 4,000 metres, has now been ratified as a British record.
R e v . F. G. L acey

Vicar of Dethick, Lea and Holloway since 1964, has now taken up 
an appointment as Vicar of Ockbrook and Borrowash.
P. J. O ldershaw

who is now in his second year at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, 
has been awarded a Senior Exhibition and the Colin Mackenzie 
Prize in Medicine.
D r . P. G. P erkins

lecturer in Inorganic Chemistry at Newcastle University, has been 
appointed Professor of Inorganic Chemistry at Strathclyde 
University.
P. R attenbury

who joined the Police Force in 1954, has been promoted Sergeant 
and is now stationed at Clifton.
D . R ose

has obtained his Merchant Navy Master’s Certificate. He served 
his apprenticeship with the Royal Dutch Shell Tanker Group. 
He served in the “Methane Princess” supplying liquid gas from the 
Sahara and the “Naticina”, a 200,000 ton Shell tanker.
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THE OLD BOYS ASSOCIATION

R. Stenson

is now a Flying Officer serving with the R.A.F. He graduated as a 
navigator at R.A.F. No. 1 Advanced Navigation School, Stradishall.

It is with regret that we record the death of the Rev. F. E. Newton 
(1939-1944). He died on April 22nd, 1968. We extend to his 
wife and family our deepest sympathy. He was the minister at 
Sparkhill Congregational Church, Birmingham, and, in recent 
years, had frequently helped with our Commemoration services.

Old Boys at Universities. Successes 1968

J .  A. Butchart .. B.Sc. (Hons.) Economics
J .  A. C alo w  .. . . B.A. (Hons.) History
G. H. C ow lin . . B.A. (Hons.) Philosophy
R. L. C ow lin .. B.V.Sc.
R. C oxon B.Eng. (Hons.) Mech. Eng.

(1st Class)
J .  D . D rinkall B.Sc. (Hons.) Biology
R. G oulding . . B.A. (Hons.) Natural Science
S. P. G regory B.A. (Hons.) General Studies
G. G. J ohnson . . B.A. (Hons.) Geography
R. J .  M arshall . . B.Sc. Mech. Eng.
C. J .  N eil  . . B.Tech. (Hons.) Pharmacy
M. G. P eck  .. . . B.A. (Hons.) Latin & French
G. R ic h a r d s .. . . B.A. (Hons.) English
J .  G. Sto r r  .. . . B.A. (Hons.) English
D . J .  T aylor . . B.A. (Hons.) History
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VISIT TO VENICE

Last summer a party from the lower school, accompanied by 
Mr. Spolton, Mr. Dunleavy and Mr. Tomlinson, left Midland 
Station for London. It was the first phase of our two day journey 
to Venice.
By the late afternoon we had crossed the Channel and had arrived 
at Calais, and most of us took this opportunity to try out our 
“O level” French. In the main we restricted ourselves to simple 
questions such as “Ou est la sortie?” but one member of the group 
tried something more ambitious. “Quel temps est-il?” he asked, 
and a nearby douanier pointed skywards with a look of amazement. 
That night was spent on the Basle express, travelling in a south
easterly direction through France. At about 7 o’clock next morning 
we reached Basle and, as we had an hour to spare before the train 
left again, we decided to explore the station. Eager to refresh 
ourselves after an almost sleepless night, we tried some of the local 
cider. Unfortunately, its only effect was to give us all a wretched 
stomach-ache and to make the following night even more sleepless. 
Later on that day we went through the 12-mile long St. Gothard 
Tunnel into Italy and descending onto the Lombard Plain our train 
made its way to a station only a few miles from Venice—we were 
there at last!
The hotel, just to the north of the city, was clean and newly built 
but it still retained, however faintly, that indefinable odour which 
is characteristic of the whole of Venice. It overlooked the sea and 
had its own private stretch of beach.
On our first day in Italy it rained. Nevertheless, encouraged by 
Mr. Tomlinson who handed out the lira, we made a short sally into 
the open to buy some postcards. The weather had cleared by the 
afternoon, so, as it began to get hot, we went down and spent the 
rest of the day on the beach.
The highlight of the holiday was a visit to a nightclub the following 
evening. We piled into a coach and sped northwards towards 
Trento. Wine, music, traditional dancing, more wine, laughter, 
and a comedian on a penny-farthing—it was a night-out to 
remember.
The rest of the week was filled by a variety of activities, the chief 
among them being two trips to Venice itself, one to visit the Doge’s 
Palace, St. Mark’s Square and all the traditional tourist haunts, 
and the second, for those who wanted to see behind this glorious 
facade, to the backstreets, which abounded in shabby little cafes and 
filthy canals.
Soon, just as we were beginning to get into the swing of Italian life, 
the hot afternoons, and the cheap ice-cream, and the light breakfasts, 
the last day came upon us and we had to face the prospect of a long 
monotonous train journey and changeable English weather.
J. R aynor , 4A.
H. E dw ards, 4A.
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MICRO-ELECTRONICS

On December 10th, last year, two members of staff, Mr. Bonsall 
and Mr. Spolton, took a party of sixth formers to the City Hall, 
Sheffield. There we were to hear the Faraday lecture, sponsored 
by the Institution of Electrical Engineers, entitled “ Micro
electronics” . Despite the problem of an overheating coach engine, 
we reached the City Hall in good time.

The text for the lecture was written by Mr. P. E. Trier, and was 
admirably presented by Mr. Emms of Mullard Semiconductors 
Ltd. A model in which coloured balloons drifted in various ways 
through a tank was used to illustrate the basic principles of transistor 
operation. We then learned that machines today need to be so 
complex that they would be excessively large if built with ordinary 
transistors. There is a necessity for miniaturisation. The answer 
is the integrated circuit. Here, instead of the various components 
being manufactured separately and then assembled to make the 
machine, they and their interconnections are manufactured 
simultaneously to form one, minute “chip” . This method allows 
extremely small components to be made, and means that they can 
be packed closely together. A large-scale model demonstrated the 
processes involved in their manufacture. Several film extracts 
were also shown, giving us an insight into various applications of 
these extremely versatile devices.

Entertainment on the return journey was provided by guitar- 
accompanied folk-singing, which was enjoyed by all but the two 
gentlemen mentioned earlier! From remarks which were made 
the following day, I concluded that all members of the party 
thought that the lecture had been interesting, informative and 
extremely well-presented, and had thoroughly enjoyed the visit.
S. P. G r een h a lg h , 6L.S.

RADIO NOTTINGHAM

Radio Nottingham, as many people will already know, began 
broadcasting just over a year ago, on January 31st, 1968. The 
offices and studios are situated at “York House” on Mansfield 
Road, whilst the transmitter and aerial are located at Colwick 
Wood Park. The Station broadcasts on the V.H.F. waveband, 
and covers only a limited area. Since this is one of the few “local” 
radio stations in existence, we thought it was a good idea to go and 
have a look. Our music master (Mr. D. Wilson) obtained 
permission for a visit and thus enabled us to get an afternoon off 
school.
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Questions Schoolleavers askus 
before they come and join us at

Q"Can I become really successful in 
banking?”

A If you call earning anything between 
£2,300 and £6,000-plus a year successful, 
yes. That’s the kind of rarified air National 
Westminster management breathes.

Q.“Will there be much routine?"
A Not much, and the higher you go the 

further away from it you'll get. Money is 
the fuel that powers peoples' lives and 
banking is as varied as life itself.

Q " D o I need to be good at maths?”
A Not necessarily. We have computers 

which are very good at maths, but we like 
you to be good at thinking.

Come and join us 
at the National 

Westminster Bank 
Group

The District,
National Provincial and 
Westminster Banks

Q “Will it be fun?”
A Well, people won't exactly be doing 

handsprings and blowing up coloured 
balloons all over the place. But they will 
be earning good money to buy clothes 
and holidays. Independence is fun. And 
so is working with bright and friendly 
people. And so is dealing with peoples' 
affairs. This is what banking is all about.

Q"Okay, what qualifications do I need?"
A A good G.C.E. and the energy to cut 

out this coupon or drop into any branch 
of the Group and ask to talk to the 
manager. Okay?

I The Staff Manager,
I District Bank Ltd., Box B4/SM,
|  Spring Gardens, Manchester, 2.
J Name........................................ Age........ I
j Address..................................................... |
j ................................ 'Phone.....................  |
J I have G.C.E. "A”........................
I passes in these "O'1 
|  subjects:

I This year I'm
J also taking........................................
I Please tick
J □ Send me appropriate literature 

I am available for interview
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M IC H A EL T. C A R TER  LIM ITED

Westdale Lane Radclijje-on-Trent Southwell 
Phoenix Farm East Leake

DAY FRESH FRUIT AND 
VEGETABLES

FINEST QUALITY MEAT 
AND PROVISIONS

ENGLISH AND 
CONTINENTAL CHEESES

LEADING BRANDS AT LOWEST PRICES

Stapleford Spondon Anstey Groby .Nuthall Road

“SHOP WHERE THE BEST COSTS LESS”
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RADIO NOTTINGHAM

Once inside the building we were met by a secretary (a good start) 
who took us to the Education department, where we met Mr. 
Brookes, the producer in charge there. He took us to the Recording 
Studio, a small soundproofed room overlooking the Victoria 
Station development area, the noise from which, incidentally, has 
caused considerable inconvenience when recording. As for 
equipment, the main Philips tape recorder in the control room was 
fed by two Thorens decks and a microphone from the studio, and 
cost over £900 alone. A Revox recorder was used for editing, and 
everything was arranged to enable operation by a single person, 
in this case Mrs. Watson, the producer’s private secretary.

For outside work, small Uher portable recorders are used in 
conjunction with a radio van which can be connected directly to 
the transmitters. The studio proper was adjoining the control 
room and had rather a spartan appearance; the sound proofing 
also appeared somewhat suspect as indicated by the presence of 
sandbags crammed between the double glazing.

Whilst we were looking at the 1st Studio, the 2nd one was broad
casting a request programme; this followed the departure from the 
National Network’s programmes. Such change-overs require a 
carefully timed programme length on the part of the local Station 
and split seconds become vital when recording. Owing to this 
and a shortage of recording equipment, the studios are always a 
little hectic.

Above all, Radio Nottingham is a “local” radio, with many 
programmes catering for local interest in the form of consumer 
programmes, request programmes and programmes concerning 
Nottingham itself, past, present and future. They also cater for the 
younger ones amongst us with such things as the “Magic 
Microphone Club” and painting competitions.

However, it must be remembered that Radio Nottingham is still 
within its trial period of two years, and although run on a shoestring 
budget, it still costs over £  1,000 a week. It is autonomous, and not 
subject to London Control, but the B.B.C. does contribute £25,000 
per year towards its upkeep, whilst the city pays the remaining 
£30,000. To save money on repair work, Radio Nottingham 
employs two full-time engineers who carry out all but the most 
intricate maintenance work; this saves time and money.

After our visit, we have begun to appreciate more fully the amount 
of effort which goes into the production of a local radio programme. 
Along with the other quarter of a million listeners we appreciate the 
work, and hope this high standard will enable Radio Nottingham to 
outlive the experimental stage and continue broadcasting.

M. D unm ore, 6.L.A.
M. A. Bray , 6L.A.
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SCHOOL CAMP

This year our destination was Patterdale—a small village situated 
at the southern end of Lake Ullswater and consisting of two public 
houses, a couple of cottages, a well-placed public lavatory, and a 
tumble-down shop which sold souvenirs in the form of plastic 
keyrings, gaily coloured tablecloths and lumps of Wensleydale 
cheese. At the camp site, which was right on the lakeside, we 
joined the dozen or so boys who, along with Mr. Sutherland and 
Mr. Ellis, had volunteered to travel to Patterdale a few days in 
advance to set up the tents, etc. The place was ankle-deep in mud, 
and the situation was scarcely improved by a steady fall of fine but 
persistent Lake District rain. But with cheery hearts and boots full 
of mucky water, we made the best of it and our endurance was soon 
rewarded by a faint glimmer of sunshine and the slightest suggestion 
of blue sky somewhere behind the mountains. By the weekend the 
weather had cleared.

Activities at the camp were numerous and, with the possible 
exception of cooking, enjoyable. But it was found that even the 
cooking group had certain advantages, and on at least one occasion 
these “worthy domestics” were seen sniggering secretly as one of 
their clan dropped a brightly coloured pill the size of a golf-ball into 
the coffee-pot. Whatever the thing was, it had little effect, 
although there was a rumour that, during the night, Mr. Pryce had 
a sudden and irresistable urge to swim the lake naked and climb to 
the top of Sea Fell.

Light-weight camping was one of the most popular activities. It 
involved a long trek to the selected site (usually about 5 miles away 
from civilisation) and there the group of campers had to fend for 
themselves for a night, using aluminium frame tents and other 
equipment, all of which they had carried with them on their backs. 
The success of the enterprise depended on the amount of 
independence which could be achieved within each group; obviously 
this would only be possible if each member were socially acceptable 
to his fellows. In most cases it worked very well, and it is doubtful 
whether the tales of savagery and primitive tribalism which somehow 
became circulated had any truth in them.
Fortunately, accidents were few and, despite the fact that Smith 
tempted providence by overturning the power-rescue boat while 
leaning perilously over the side, Chichester-fashion, no-one needed 
the use of his life-jacket. Providence, evidently, was in a 
benevolent mood.
Sunday was a free day and, since the sun was shining, little was 
done. Most people spent their time stretched out on the grass, 
reading the “Sunday Times” colour supplement or writing sonnets 
on postcards. After tea, the midges came out in clouds, but the 
day was saved by Pettefar who discovered that talcum-powder was 
an effective repellent and promptly rubbed the stuff vigorously onto 
his face and hands, giving himself the appearance of an anaemic 
ghost.
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SCHOOL CAMP

At last, it was time to leave, and, after a little difficulty with the 
sailing gear, everyone clambered into the coach exhausted, and 
laden, into the bargain, with plastic keyrings, gaudy tablecloths, 
and lumps of Wensleydale cheese!
L. G. P ettefa r  
R. M. Saxton

BEHIND THE SCENES

After a brief exchange of correspondence and a hasty phone call, 
we succeeded in arranging a personally conducted tour around the 
Nottingham Playhouse. It was a valuable experience and our 
sincere thanks must go to Miss Elizabeth Grist for making the visit 
possible.
Any casual patron of the theatre would doubtless be surprised at 
the vastness of that part of the stage which is normally hidden 
behind the backcloth. When we saw it, it was being used for 
storage. Large props, pieces of furniture, ladders, dummies, and 
other impedimenta were piled precariously one on top of the other, 
leaving only a small space in which to move about. But even in 
this limited area there was plenty of bustling activity. Stage-hands, 
carpenters and foremen were busily changing sets, and their loud 
voices echoed round the walls, shouting out orders to the accompani
ment of clattering wood and metal. From this angle, it was 
remarkable how unreal and improvised the sets appeared, but, as 
Miss Grist pointed out, during a performance they would be 
skilfully positioned to give the illusion of reality.
After standing and watching for a few mintues, we were led on 
through a complex of doors and narrow corridors which gave 
access to the dressing-rooms and the sewing room. Here, surrounded 
by many rolls of gaily coloured material and fine cloth, three or 
four seamstresses bent over their machines, working industriously 
on costumes for the coming production of “ The Mountain King”—a 
formidable task!
As we stood by, Miss Grist took the opportunity of explaining some 
of the Playhouse’s finer architectural points. It is scarcely realised 
that one reason for the theatre’s success is its contemporary, 
practical, yet aesthetically pleasing structure, and during the early 
stages of the planning, it was found to have a considerable advantage 
over other theatres in the nature of its site, for there is a steepish 
slope from the tip of the projecting wing towards the stage. This 
enabled access to be placed on an intermediate level between stalls 
and balcony, thus reducing the number of stairs which the public 
has to negotiate. It also coincides with the slope of the stalls and 
creates a natural loading dock at the workshop entrance.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

After this brief but informative explanation, we were led into the 
workshop itself, which is separated from the stage by a sturdy wall. 
Here our voices were drowned by the noise of circular saws, lathes, 
hammers, and electric drills, and we had no choice but to watch this 
hive of activity without audible comment. In a little alcove 
somewhere at the back, a couple of designers were ruling lines on a 
large piece of paper pinned to a drawing-board, and, nearby, one of 
the carpenters was in the midst of a heated argument with a fellow. 
We would like to have stayed to see how the quarrel ended, but by 
now the noise and the fine dust of sawn timber irritating our eyes 
had become unbearable, and so we were glad to leave the workshop 
for the quieter surroundings which the auditorium had to offer.

Here we chatted leisurely for some time about various aspects of 
theatre management and stage production. The actors, it appears, 
apply to the Playhouse for an audition and it is on the merits of this, 
together with their references, that they are accepted into the 
company, and as the season progresses, they are designated to 
various parts. The title roles are filled by the more celebrated 
actors who have several years of experience behind them and who 
are invited to join the Playhouse for a pre-arranged period of time. 
Plenty of freedom is given to the actors in the interpretation of their 
parts, although a watchful eye is kept over them by the theatre 
director who is always ready to give them guidance and suggest the 
best method of approach. It is his function also to choose each 
season’s productions and generally he attempts to provide a 
programme which will satisfy a wide range of tastes. This would 
include perhaps a light comedy, some Shakespeare, and possibly a 
couple of modern plays; there is even an occasional musical.

A repertoire system such as exists at the Playhouse poses a number 
of problems for the actor. Often he may have to learn three or even 
four parts within a month or so, and besides this he may find that 
most of his time is taken up by rehearsals. These usually begin 
about three weeks before the opening night of each play, but a 
world premiere may require an extra week. The director prefers to 
rehearse on the stage itself but if this is unavailable (as it often is), 
then a part of the Albert Hall is hired.

Before long all our questions had been answered and we left the 
auditorium with a newly-acquired insight into the various aspects of 
theatre-life. In conclusion, we would like to thank the Nottingham 
Playhouse staff once again for allowing us to make this visit and, on 
behalf of the whole school, many of whom take a keen interest 
themselves in the theatre’s numerous activities, we wish them every 
success for the future.
R . T. R o w ell

R . M . Saxton
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MUSIC IN THE SCHOOL

I must begin by welcoming to the school Mr. F. D. Wilson who 
joined us at the beginning of the year as Head of the Music Depart
ment, and has since more than won a place amongst us, affecting 
the school’s musicians with the strong feeling of enjoyment, 
satisfaction and pure fun which he has shown can be gained from 
music.

The orchestra, is, of course, the centre of our musical activity. The 
noises which emanate during the day from the vestibule and various 
corners of the buildings, are evidence of the efforts of individual 
members who are striving to master techniques and preparing for 
combined rehearsals. The orchestra has increased in strength 
during the year. We now have string and woodwind sections and 
hope to add percussion in the near future. With the help of 
members of the G.G.F. band we should have sufficient numbers to 
make tolerable music. Certainly we will be able to increase our 
repertoire. Rehearsals are in progress for future concerts and we 
have high hopes of the opportunity to accompany the hymns in 
morning assembly—no doubt to the chagrin of those who enjoy 
forty winks at that early hour!

The lower school are enjoying a course of study using Carl Orff 
tuned percussion instruments. In addition to the advantages this 
course has for those learning to read music, it will enable many of 
these youngsters to take their places as future members of the full 
orchestra.

Plans are being made for orchestral and choral performances which 
will be given in addition to those already provided at the various 
School functions. Indeed, we look forward to combining with the 
Dramatic Society in a production in which the music can play as 
full a part as the action on the stage.

The choir, long established and well-known—or should I say 
notorious?—for its high standard of singing at Commemoration 
and Carol services, is avidly preparing for the coming concert and 
speech day. With its varied repertoire from “hotted-up” negro 
spirituals to Bach and Scarlatti, it provides the opportunity for some 
of the less musically gifted to voice their enthusiasm and enjoyment 
of music, both giving them pleasure in making music with others, 
and extending their experience to include this, for some, untried 
field. It is evident to anyone watching choir practices or perform
ances that the hard work done by this society is deemed great fun, 
and more than worthwhile by its members.

Unfortunately the meetings of the Folk Society, which began with 
verve and enthusiasm at the outset of the school year, lost their 
appeal within four or five months, but the society members do 
regularly attend weekly concerts in the city at the “Folk Workshop” 
and the Playhouse “Folk Under the Mural” sessions. It is hoped 
that there will be a revival of this unique society in the near future.
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MUSIC IN  THE SCHOOL

It is highly encouraging to see that music is now being enjoyed not 
only in the classroom, but also during mid-morning and lunchtime 
breaks each day by many members of the school, music both from 
the record-player and musical instruments which at least fifty 
per cent of the time produce sounds which are aesthetically pleasing! 
It seems that, at last, the school has begun to realise that all forms of 
music—from soul to the sonata-may be equally enjoyed, or at least 
appreciated.
A very encouraging note on which to end!
R . T. R o w ell , 61 Arts.
(Our thanks to Messrs. Gledhill, Roberts, Cocking and Mrs. Lavel for their 
instrumental tuition).

CHEMISTS’ VISIT TO SHEFFIELD

In February, a party of 6th Form chemists sped up the M l intent 
on gleaning as much amusement as possible out of Steel, Peech and 
Tozer—a giant steel works at Rutherford. Arriving early, they 
spent their time criticising Sheffield and were convinced that they 
could see soot settling on the coach windows. At two o’clock the 
guides arrived and each chemist was kitted out with an orange 
crash-helmet, a small green plastic window (to enable him to watch 
the handling of white-hot metal without hurting his eyes), a 
pamphlet proclaiming the advantages of working in the steel 
industry for the furtherance of British technology, and a tip to 
watch out for “obnoxious objects” which had a tendency to fall on 
one’s head.
Then, while Mr. Tomlinson “went shopping” (or so he said), the 
intrepid chemists filed into the huge corrugated iron building, 
which was the world’s largest electric steel-making plant. Inside, 
they politely nodded and smiled at the guides, who seemed to think 
they could lip-read, until, sign-language proving inadequate, they 
simply gazed in fascination at the incredible arc furnaces, which 
stretched endlessly away into the haze, at the same time keeping an 
anxious eye on potential head-crushing “obnoxious objects.” 
Next, they visited the rolling-mills, dodging the bursts of orange 
metal splinters while they trod warily on the bridges spanning a 
mass of molten steel.

The firm afterwards kindly provided tea and sandwiches, which the 
chemists consumed politely, but rapidly. Finally, having reluct
antly handed back their pretty orange helmets, they headed for the 
clearer and sweeter air of Nottingham.
G. A. B lu n sd o n  
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EXAMINATION SUCCESSES 1968-69

University and College Adm issions October 1969

S. F. A ustin 
P. Burton

B. H. C a rrier  

D . J .  C arter  
J .  C ooper

M. L. D obbs

A. T. F. D odd 
R. F. D ooley  
R. E. E dmonds

J .  S. F arnsw orth  

J. H. F earnley

C. F letch er

C. H enstock 

J .  H ilton

J .  M. H ull

R. E. M arsden

D. R. N ew bold

B. J. P ollard

I. C . P oole

K. R iley  

P. J. R ose

T. R ow ley

C. J .  R yland

D. J .  Sams 

R. Saxton

D . E. Seagrave 

R. J. Smith 

D . Stocks 

C. R. Stuart  
A. W hittaker  

P. W . W right

J .  A. W y l l ie

Durham
Liverpool
Birmingham
Liverpool
Hull

Sheffield
Liverpool
Birmingham
Aberystwyth
Guildhall School of Music
Birmingham
Cambridge

(Gonville & Caius)
Cambridge (Pembroke)
Sheffield
King’s College, London 
Kent
East Anglia

London
(School of Pharmacy)

Liverpool
Cardiff
Aberystwyth
Aberdeen
Bristol
Sussex
Liverpool
Warwick
Newcastle
Sheffield
Sheffield
Sheffield
Sheffield
Sheffield

Science
Chemistry
M'ech. Eng.
Geography
Mathematics,

Philosophy
Physics
Chemistry
Latin
Librarianship
Music
Dentistry

Nat. Science
Nat. Science
Geography
Engineering
English
Mathematics,

Physics

Pharmacy
Geography
Bio-Chemistry
Librarianship
Physiology
Music
Nat. Science
Mathematics
Engineering
Bio-Chemistry
English
Physics
Elect. Eng.
Chemistry
Mech. Eng.
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EXAMINATION SUCCESSES 1968-69

Colleges o f Education

S. J .  A bbott 
R. C larke 
R. C ooper

I. J enkinson

J .  M ajor

R. J .  Sh eppa rd

Madeley
Caerleon
Didsbury
Leeds
Redlands, Bristol 
Shoreditch

Colleges o f Technology

J .  F. P. A ldenton Portsmouth General
K. Burrows North Staffs. Geography
M. J .  D arw in North Staffs. Computer

Science
B. D avey North Staffs. Computer

Science
A. W. H oyles Luton Business

Studies
B. J .  J efferson Barking General
R. M ee Bournemouth General
J .  M ello r Nottingham

Regional College Surveying
G. M. P rescott Nottingham College of Art
J .  H. T omkiss London Computer

Systems

Others

D . O akley
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COACH OPERATORS
EXCURSIONS AND TOURS

29 to 41 SEATER LUXURY COACHES AVAILABLE 
FOR PRIVATE HIRE

TRAVEL AGENTS 
Specialists in Continental Holidays

jH akentson  p r o s
THE VALE GARAGE, HIGHBURY ROAD

N O T T I N G H A M

PHONE — 2 7 8 1 0 9

3 DAY EXCURSION 
SOUTHEND — CALAIS — LONDON 

JUNE TO SEPTEMBER

★
WHATEVER YOUR REQUIREMENTS, HALF-DAY, 
DAY OR EXTENDED TOUR, WE WILL BE PLEASED 

TO SU BM IT QUOTATIONS



The following items are always in stock in a full 
range o f sizes:—

School Blazers & Ties

School Caps & Scarves

School Pullovers & Slipovers

School Shoes & Rugger Boots

School Suits of Jackets & Long Trousers 

or Jackets & Short Trousers

School Raincoats

HENRY MELLISH 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL

An experienced s ta ff will help you choose wisely 
and economically. Our prices can be compared 
with advantage with those o f any other stockist 
o f our first-class quality merchandise.

O ff ic ia l ly  a c c r e d i t e d  
Suppliers o f  School  
Clothing for the Henry 
Mellish Grammar School, 
Nottingham.

GRIFFIN & SPALDING LIMITED LONG ROW NOTTINGHAM TELEPHONE 45577

John  Clough &  Son (Printers) ,  Blackslone Street Works, Nottingham


